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Abstract. The two broad cases, data- and content-based applications, differ 
substantially in the fact that data case applications are abstracted first before 
they cross any system boundary while for content cases it is the system itself 
which has to map application content into some data-based technology. 
Through application analysis and software design we are aware of the difficul-
ties of such mappings. In an interdisciplinary project with our Art History col-
leagues who are working in the subject area of “Political Iconography” we are 
gaining substantial insight into their Subject-Oriented Working (SOWing) 
needs and into initial requirements for a SOWing environment. In this paper we 
outline the project, its basic models, their generalization as well as our initial 
experiences with prototypical SOWing implementations. We emphasizes the 
conceptual and terminological aspects of our approach, sketch some of the 
technical requirements of a generic SOWing software platform and relate our 
work to various XML-based activities. 

1   Introduction 

As a result of advanced and extensible database technology now being available as 
off-the-shelf products, a substantial part of database research and development work 
has generalized into work on models and systems for multimedia content management. 
R&D in content management includes a range of models and systems concentrating on 
services for the following three lines of work: 
- content production and publication work using multimedia documents; 
- classification and retrieval work based on document content; 
- management and control of such work for communities of users differentiated by 

their roles and rights, interests and profiles, etc. 
The work reported in this paper is based on an interdisciplinary project with a partner 
from the humanities with strong semantic and weak formal commitment. Our project 
partner specializes on work in icon- and text-based content from the subject area of 
“Political Iconography”. This content is organized as a paper- and drawer-based sub-
ject index (PI-“Bildindex”, BPI, see fig. 1) and is used for Art History research and 
education [33]. 
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Iconographic work has a long tradition in Art History, dating back to 19th century 
“Christian Iconography”, and is based on integrated experience from three sources: 
- Art: multimedia content; 
- Art History: process knowledge; 
- Library Sciences: subject-oriented content classification and retrieval. 
In our context we use the notion of subject-orientation very much in the sense of li-
brary science, as, for example, stated by Elaine Svenonius: “In a subject language the 
extension of a term is the class of all documents about what the term denotes, such as 
all documents about butterflies.” This understanding differs substantially from natural 
language where “the extension, or extensional meaning, of a word is the class of enti-
ties denoted by that word, such as the class consisting of all butterflies” [30]. And 
both understandings are in clear contrast to the semantics of terms in programming 
languages and database models. 

The interdisciplinary project “Warburg Electronic Library (WEL)” models and 
computerizes BPI content and services [3], [19], and the WEL prototype allows inter-
disciplinary experiments and insights into multimedia content management and appli-
cations. 

The overall goal of the WEL project and the follow-up SOWing project is 
- the generalization of our subject-oriented working experience, 
- a work plan for R&D in subject-oriented work and content management, and 
- a generic Subject-Oriented Working environment (SOWing environment). 
Currently, many contributions to such R&D are based on XML as a syntactic frame-
work which provides a structural basis as well as some form of implementation plat-
form. The main reasons for XML’s powerful position are its strong structural com-
mitment and its semantic neutrality. 

Successful content management requires that the three lines of work 
- content production and publication work by multimedia documents; 
- classification and retrieval work based on document content; 
- management and control of such work for communities of users differentiated by 

their roles an rights, profiles and interests, etc. [21] 
are not supported in isolation but in a coherent and cooperative working environment 
covering the entire space spanned by all three dimensions. 

The main reason why XML-based work on content management often falls short 
can be stated as a corollary of XML’s strength (see above): its weak semantic and 
exclusively structural commitment. Much of the XML-based R&D contributes to the 
above three lines of work only individually. Examples include [7], [31]. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section two introduces the two projects in-
volved, the “Bildindex für Politische Ikonographie (BPI)” and the “Warburg Elec-
tronic Library (WEL)”. In section three the WEL model is generalized towards a ge-
neric “Work Explication Language”. A system’s view of the WEL prototype is de-
scribed in section four and the first contours of a generic Subject-Oriented Working 
environment (SOWing platform) are outlined. Related work, in particular work in the 
XML context, is discussed in section five. The paper concludes with a short summary 
and a reference to future work in our long-term SOWing project. 
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2   Warburg Electronic Library: An Interdisciplinary Content 
Management Project 

The development of the currently predominant data management models was heavily 
influenced by application requirements from the business and banking world and their 
bookkeeping experience: the concepts of record, tabular view, transaction etc. are 
obvious examples. Data model development had to go through several generations – 
record-based file management, hierarchical databases and network models – until the 
relational data model reached a widely accepted level of abstraction for database 
structuring and content-based data operation. 

For traditional relational data management we basically assume that content is “val-
ues of quantified variables” from business domains operated by transactions and laid 
out as tables with rows and columns. The questions arise: 
- How can we generalize from data management to the area of content management 

where content domains are not “just dates and dollars”, content operation goes be-
yond “debit-credit transactions” and content layout means multimedia documents? 

- What are key application areas beyond bookkeeping which help us understand, 
conceptualize and finally implement the core set of requirements for multimedia 
content management in terms of domain modelling, content-oriented work support 
as well as content (re-) presentation? 

 

Fig. 1. Working with the Index for Political Iconography in the Warburg-Haus, Hamburg 

The work presented here is based on an interdisciplinary R&D-project between 
Computer Science and Art History, the “Warburg Electronic Library” project. The 
application area was chosen because of Art History’s long-term working experience 
with content of various media. The project itself is founded on extensive material and 
user experience from the area of “Political Iconography”. 
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2.1   Subject-Oriented Work in Political Iconography 

Political iconography basically intends to capture the semantics of key concepts of the 
political realm under the assumption that political goals, roles, values, means etc. 
requires mass communication which is implemented by the iconographic use of im-
ages. Our partner project in Art History, the “Bildindex zur Politischen Iconographie 
(BPI)”, was initiated in 1982 by the Art Historian Martin Warnke [33] and consists of 
roughly 1,500 named political concepts (subject terms, “Schlagworte”) and more than 
300,000 records on iconographic works relevant to the BPI. In 1990 Warnke’s work 
was awarded the Leibniz-Preis, one of the most prestigious research grants in Ger-
many. 

 

Fig. 2. BPI “Bildkarte” St. Moritz (image card) describing art work by attribute aggregation 

Starting with this experience, BPI work essentially relies on an Art Historian’s 
knowledge of (documents referring to) political acts in which images play an active 
role. Art Historians interpret “acts” as encompassing aspects of 
- “projects” (who initiated and contributed to an act? the when and where of an act? 

etc.); 
- “products” (what piece of art did the project produce? on what medium? place of 

current residence etc.); and finally, the 
- “concepts” behind the act (what political goals, roles, institutions etc. are ad-

dressed? what iconographic means are used by the artist? etc.). 
On this knowledge level, BPI work identifies political concepts and names them indi-
vidually by subject terms – e.g., by “ruler”, “prince”, “pope”, “equestrian statue”, etc. 

Subject term semantics is methodologically captured and systematically repre-
sented in the BPI by the following steps: 
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1. designing a conceptual, prototypical and representative (mostly mental) model for 
each subject term, e.g., a prototypical equestrian statute [29] ; 

2. giving value to the relevant variables or facets of such prototypes by reference to 
the Art Historian’s knowledge of “good cases”, i.e., political acts with an icono-
graphic dimension. Each such variable or facet is represented by a BPI entry 
(“Bildkarte”, “Textkarte”, “Videokarte” – “media card” etc.) which holds a 
description of a “good case” for that facet, see for example, St. Moritz, fig. 2. 

3. collecting all BPI entries on the same prototype into a single extent (“Bildkarten-
stapel”, …, “stack of media cards”, see fig. 3) thus defining the semantics of a sub-
ject term. Additional fine structure may be imposed on subject term extents (order, 
“neighborhood”, named subextents, general association/navigation etc.); 

4. maintaining a (“completion”) process aiming at a “best possible” definition of the 
subject area at hand by 

- “representative” subject terms covering the subject area at hand; 
- “qualifying” prototypes for each subject term; 
- “complete” sets of facets for prototype description; 
- “good” cases for facet substantiation. 

This makes it quite clear that the BPI is by no means just an index for accessing an 
image repository. The BPI uses images only in their rather specific role as icons and 
for the specific purpose of contributing to the description of cases and thus to the 
semantics of subject terms [32]. In this sense, images represent the iconographic vo-
cabulary of BPI documents just as keywords contribute to the linguistic vocabulary of 
text documents. 

 

Fig. 3. BPI subject term semantics (e.g. equestrian statue) 
by media card classification (image, text, video cards etc.) 

Art Historians with their long tradition of working with content represented by mul-
tiple media are far from restricting themselves to a mainly technical view on multime-
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dia as most of the currently booming projects in Computer Science seem to do. Our 
Art History colleagues are much closer to the message of people such as Marshall 
McLuhan who understand media as “extensions of men [18]”. 

The BPI has essentially two groups of users: 
- a few highly experienced BPI editors for content maintenance and 
- various broader user communities which access BPI content for research and edu-

cation purposes. 
Being implemented on paper technology, the traditional BPI shows severe conceptual 
and technical shortcomings: 
- conceptually: the above attributes “representative”, “good”, “complete”, etc. are 

highly subjective and, therefore, “completion semantics” is hard to meet even 
within a “single-person-owned” subject index; 

- technically: severe representational limitations are obvious and range from single 
subsumption of BPI entries to a lack of online and networked BPI access. 

In the subsequent section we outline two contributions of the “Warburg Electronic 
Library” project which approaches the above conceptual and technical shortcomings 
through an advanced Digital Library project which, as a prime application, is now 
hosting the “Index for Political Iconography”. 

2.2   A Subject-oriented Working Environment: Warburg Electronic Library 

Viewed from our Computer Science perspective which shifted in recent years from 
basic research in “persistent database programming” towards R&D in “software sys-
tems for content management (online, multimedia, …)”, the WEL project addresses a 
range of highly relevant and interrelated content application issues: 
- content representation by multiple media: images, texts, data, …; 
- content structuring, navigation and querying; content presentation; 
- content work exploiting subjects and ontologies: classification, indexing, …; 
- utilization of different referencing mechanisms: icon, index, symbol; 
- cooperative projects on multimedia content in research and education. 
The WEL is an interdisciplinary project between the Art History department of Ham-
burg University (Research Group on Political Iconography, Warburg-Haus, Hamburg) 
and the Software Systems Institute of the Technical University, TUHH, Hamburg. It 
began in 1996 as a 5-year project and will be extended into an interdisciplinary R&D-
framework involving several Hamburg-based institutions. 

For a short WEL overview we will concentrate on two project contributions: 
- semantic modelling principles for WEL-design; 
- personalized digital WEL libraries based on project-specific prototypes and their 

use in Art History education. 
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WEL Semantic Modelling Principles. The WEL design is based – as is already the 
BPI design – on the classical semantic data modelling principles [28], [6]: 
aggregation, classification, generalization / specialization and association / navigation 
(see figs. 2 and 3). 

 

Fig. 4. Media card associated with (multiple) subject terms 
and with information on classification work 

However, it is important to note that the semantics of subject classes and their en-
tries originate from different semantic sources and, therefore, go beyond classical data 
modelling (see also sec. 4.2): 
- object semantics: seen from a data modelling point of view, subject class entries are 

also entities of some object classes in the sense of object-oriented modelling. How-
ever, a subject class extent may be heterogeneous because its entries may describe 
documents of different media – texts, images, videos etc. Therefore, subject class 
entries viewed as objects may belong to different object classes – text, image, video 
classes etc. 

- content semantics: furthermore, all content described by the entries of the same 
subject class shares some semantic key elements. All BPI documents referring, for 
example, to the subject class “ruler” make use of graphical textual key icons such 
as swords, crowns, scepters, horses etc.; similarly, the text documents associated 
with a certain subject class contain overlapping sets of subject-related keywords. 
Such sets of key icons capture essential parts of content and, thus, of subject term 
semantics. Note that specialization of subject classes goes along with extension and 
union of subject-related key icon sets while generalization relies on reduction and 
intersection. 

- completion semantics: in section 2.1 we referred to the soft semantic constraint of 
achieving best possible subject definition as “completion semantics”. Although this 
may be considered more as an issue of class pragmatics than class semantics it im-
plies formal constraints on subject class extents. Since users of subject definitions 
act under the assumption that the subject owner established a subject extent which 
represents all relevant aspects of the owners subject prototype, any change of that 
extent is primarily monotonic, i.e., extents of subject terms are only changed by 
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adding or replacing its entries. Therefore, references to subject class entries should 
not become invalid. 

Figure 4 shows a media card for St. Moritz together with the (multiple) subject terms 
to which St. Moritz contributes. The example also links St. Moritz to details of the 
classification process by which this card entered the WEL. This information is essen-
tial for the realization of project-oriented views on subject terms, or reference librar-
ies: 
- thematic views (customization): projects usually concentrate on sub-areas of the all 

encompassing “Index for the Political Iconography”; 
- personalized views (personalization): they cope with the conceptual problems with 

“completion semantics” mentioned above. 
Initial experiences with both of these viewing mechanisms are outlined in the subse-
quent section. 

Subject-Oriented Work in Art History Education. A key experience of the WEL 
project relates to the two dimensions of subject-oriented work: subject-orientation as a 
thematic view (customization) and as an individualized view (personalization). 
Speaking in terms of Digital Libraries both dimensions are approached by the WEL 
concept of “reference libraries” (“Handbibliothek”), which are essentially SOWing 
environments customized and personalized according to the requirements of 
individual projects or persons [17]. 

 

Fig. 5. Thematic and personalized subject views for the “Mantua” seminar 

Figure 5 outlines the use of customized and personalized SOWing environments in 
an Art History seminar on “Mantua and the Gonzaga” [26]. The general BPI 
(“Warnke-owned”) is first customized into a subject index for the “Mantua and the 
Gonzaga” seminar project. The main objective of the individual student projects in 
that seminar is to further personalize the seminar index, structurally and content-wise, 
and to produce, for example, a project-specific subject index for topics such as “Stu-
diolo” or “Camera picta” [20]. Publicizing the final subject content in some form of 
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media document (see fig.6) - traditional print report or interactive website - constitutes 
another seminar objective [34]. 

 

Fig. 6. The “virtue” reference library publicized as a multimedia document 

3   Towards a Generalized WEL-Model for Subject-Oriented Work 

The prime experience gained from our interdisciplinary WEL project is a deeper in-
sight into the intertwining of SOWing entities and their working relationships. Con-
ceptually, the services of our SOWing platform are primarily based on four kinds of 
entities which are straight-forward generalizations of the corresponding WEL entities: 
- “work cases” as the basic abstraction of the acts and entities of interest in a domain; 
- “case documents” which are abstract or physical entities reporting on such work; 
- “case entries” which record the essence of work case documents; 
- “subject terms” which, based on such case entries, structure the domain, define its 

semantics, and give access to its documents and works. 
Since all four notions are quite generic, there is ample space for generalizing in our 
SOWing project the models and systems for subject-oriented work far beyond our 
initial WEL approach. 

In the subsequent sections we will outline an extended SOWing model and plat-
form and re-interpret the acronym WEL from “Warburg Electronic Library” to “Work 
Explication Language”, very much in the sense of the definition of ontology as “a 
theory regarding entities, especially abstract entities to be admitted into a language of 
description” [35]. 

Subsequently, we discuss the four kinds of SOWing entities in more detail. 
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3.1   On a Generic Notion of “Work” 

Central to the content management support provided by our SOWing platform is a 
generic notion of “work”. Our work concept is based on the WEL experience and is 
characterized and modeled by three groups of properties (see also fig. 2):  
- work as a “project”, i.e., the circumstances under which work is performed; 
- work as a “product”, i.e., a work’s result; and 
- work as a “concept”, i.e., the conceptual idea behind a work. 
Figure 7 relates these three work characteristics using a “work triangle” diagram. The 
generalization of WEL work examples such as the one given by fig. 2 is obvious. 

The upper part of fig. 8 depicts a second work case, similarly structured but rather 
different in nature. Fig. 8.2 depicts a WEL work case done by a Mr. B. when produc-
ing a work document description of the Gonzaga-Mantegna-Minerva work case and 
entering it into the WEL. While there may be only partial knowledge on the renais-
sance work case – essentially only Mantegna’s picture survived – the WEL work case 
being supported and observed by the SOWing platform can receive an arbitrarily 
extensive SOWing coverage. 

This reflective capability is probably the most powerful and unique aspect of our 
SOWing approach. Reflection provides the basis for a wide range of services for cus-
tomization and personalization, self-description and profiling and for all kinds of 
guiding and tracing support [27]. 

 

Fig. 7. WEL work structure (work triangle) 

Examples of WEL work are presented in fig. 8. The lower part (fig. 8.1) models a 
specific work case by which a member of the Gonzaga family residing in Mantua 
during the 15th century asked the artist Mantegna for a painting addressing the issue of 
virtues and sins. Mantegna chose the goddess Minerva as the central motive and pre-
sented her expelling the sin out of the garden of virtue. This 15th century work case 
may be reported by some publicized work document, most probably, however, the 
case is just part of an Art Historian’s body of knowledge about the Italian renaissance. 
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3.2   Work Case Documents 

Work such as the Gonzaga-Mantegna-Minerva case of fig. 8 is documented typically 
in narrative form and presented by some multi-media documents – texts, images, 
speech etc. and combinations thereof. In our SOWing approach such documents are 
assumed to represent content in terms of the above three dimensions: work project, 
work product and the concepts behind both (see also fig. 7). This view on documents 
is quite general and allows interpretation ranging from the rather informal but very 
expressive documents of “Political Iconography” to partially formalized diagrams 
such as flow charts and UML entities and to computer programs and operator instruc-
tions with a fully formalized semantics. 

 

Fig. 8. WEL work graph: production work (fig. 8.1) and description work (fig. 8.2) 

Work documents may also vary in terms of their completeness in the sense that the 
work they report may be known only partially, for example, by its product. Many 
examples can be found in Art History where most of the project knowledge is usually 
lost and only the image survives (the opposite case also exists). Nevertheless, we 
agree with our colleagues from Art History that products should never be considered 
in isolation but always be recorded in the context of the project (persons, time, place, 
tools, etc.) for which they were created. For documents produced within a computer-
ized environment this has partially become standard although there is no overall con-
cept of what to do with this information. 

Note the dialectic character of our SOWing position in this point: on the one hand 
side, work cases are assumed to be reported by documents, on the other hand all 
documents – at least the ones produced by the SOWing environment and its tools – 
are considered as work cases and, yet again, reported by work case documents and 
entries. 
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3.3   Work Case Entries 

In the SOWing approach work case documents are described and recorded by work 
case entries which establish the relationship between subject terms and their semantics 
on one side and the work cases and their documentation on the other. Such case en-
tries generalize the media cards of the WEL system. 

Conceptually there is a third relationship involved which associates a work case en-
try with a class of icons considered “representative” for the kind of work which is 
described by the case. We use the term “icon” here in the sense of iconic signifier (as 
opposed to indexical or symbolic signifiers, see, for example, [9]). For image docu-
ments icons specialize to iconographic signifiers, for text documents to keywords 
(“Stichworte”) etc. 

A case entry on an image and text document with content on the subject term 
“ruler”, for example, will for its image part be described by characteristic icons from a 
subject-specific icon set {crown, sword, scepter, ...}, for its textual part by a corre-
sponding set of keywords. 

Seen from an object point of view, case entries are instances of media-specific ob-
ject classes (image, text, video classes etc.) while from a content perspective they 
draw constraints from (hierarchies of) icon classes. Finally, from a subject-oriented 
position, case entries become members of the extent of some subject classes (our old 
WEL stack of media cards) thus contributing to the definition of their semantics. 

In section four we will relate and discuss these three perspectives in terms of class 
diagrams (fig. 10). 

3.4   Subject Definition Work 

Subject term semantics is essentially defined extensionally by document descriptions. 
Intentionally their semantics is captured in part by icon classes shared by such extents. 
Both extensional and intensional semantics are related by the fact that each entry into 
the subject term’s extent shows a characteristic profile over the icon class related to its 
subject term. A specific image document contributing to the semantics of “ruler” will 
not display the entire icon class for rulers, i.e., the set {crown, sword, scepter, ...} but 
a characteristic subset of it, probably a crown and a sword in a prominent position 
within the image. 

Most of the production work on which the BPI is based typically took place outside 
a computerized environment – usually the referenced iconographic work dates back 
several centuries. Production work may, however, also mean the production of docu-
ments about the original iconographic work and such document work may well con-
tribute to or profit from a SOWing environment. 

Description support being definitely a matter of the SOWing platform may, for ex-
ample, provide reference to other subject terms covered by the index [22]. For the 
Gonzaga-Mantegna-Minerva case it may be quite enlightening to capture the reason 
why Gonzaga ordered that picture by referring to some subject term “virtue” or its 
generalization “political objectives” to which Machiavelli’s work “Il Principe”, a 
successful handbook for renaissance rulers, contributed. 
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Fig. 9. An overview of Subject-Oriented Work 

Fig. 9 gives an overview of the subject-oriented work and its support through a 
SOWing platform. It relates production and description work to subject work. 

As mentioned above, a major group of SOWing services is based on the fact that 
“work is a first class citizen” in the SOWing world. This implies that work while be-
ing supported by the system is automatically identified, described and associated with 
work-related subject terms (project time and participants, product media and archives 
etc.). Evaluating such terms provides the basis for substantially improved work sup-
port, e.g., work session management, work distribution, protection, personalization 
etc. 

4   The SOWing System 

Our field studies provided us with a good basis for user requirements analysis of our 
SOWing approach and our extensive prototyping experience allowed us us a deeper 
insight into the architectural and functional alternatives of SOWing system design and 
implementation. 
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4.1   WEL Prototype Experience 

The WEL prototypes developed so far are the major source of experience on which 
the SOWing approach is based. The initial version was based on the Tycoon-2 persis-
tent programming environment, an object-oriented, higher-order programming lan-
guage with orthogonal persistence [16], [23]. Using a Tycoon-based acquisition and 
cataloging tool the Computer Scientists, Art Historians and many students from both 
departments digitized many thousands of images and transformed file cards from their 
physical representation into a digital one. This work is still in progress. The descrip-
tive data in the card catalogue were entered and revised by Art Historians via a web-
based editor. 

With the evolution of Java from a small object-oriented programming language for 
embedded devices to a mainstream programming language for networked applications 
the WEL system was moved to Java-related technology. 

The current WEL version is based on an early version of a commercial Content 
Management System (CMS) [5] which is entirely Java-based and resides on top of a 
relational database management system. 

For our current prototype we were particularly interested in understanding to what 
extent features of commercial CMS technology meet the requirements of our SOWing 
platform. It turned out that although the CMS provided several abstractions useful for 
our SOWing data model important relationships between and inside the subject 
classes could not be treated as first class objects. Furthermore, the modeling facilities 
of commercial CMSs are not yet rich enough to meet the needs of our generic SOW-
ing approach. Commercial CMS technology concentrates on specific application do-
mains with editorial processes for more or less isolated units of work (e.g., news arti-
cles) with little association to other entities. SOWing requires, however, in addition to 
storing and retrieving the document itself an extended functionality for the embedding 
of documents into the SOWing context with all its relationships. 

Commercial CMS and DBMS technology supports only the specific set of naviga-
tion methods predominant in their main application domain, and our prototype ran 
into performance problems as soon as users left those default navigation paths. As a 
consequence, we met the domain specific access requirements by introducing an addi-
tional application layer on top of the CMS. 

Several graphical web-based user interfaces as well as GUI editors were developed 
to enable various classes of users to browse through the subject index, create personal 
indices and collect references to documents accessible via the global index. 

In parallel to the Art History project the generic WEL system was adopted to main-
tain an index created for the management of concepts relevant in advertising. This was 
and still is carried out in cooperation with a commercial agency from the advertising 
industry. 

4.2   Subject Classes, Object Classes, and Icon Classes 

In section three we introduced the four kinds of SOWing entities: work cases, case 
documents, case entries, and subject terms. While the former two (sections 3.1 and 
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3.2) are highly relevant for the conceptual foundation of our SOWing approach, the 
latter two (sections 3.3 and 3.4) are also important for system implementation. 

Case entries are related to subject terms by classification relationships. Subject 
terms are structured in a hierarchy – the subject index – made up by subject term gen-
eralization and specialization. 

As described in section 2.1 the relationship between case entries and subject terms 
has a double meaning: 
- one the one hand, documents are classified by binding their case entries to subject 

terms; 
- on the other hand, each document contributes to the subject term’s definition. 
The set of entries chosen to define a subject is supposed to be minimal; only entries 
which introduce a new and relevant facet of the prototypical extent are added. In this 
way subject indices reflect the domain knowledge from the perspective of the owner 
of the subject index. 

Subject indices are not only used to capture “primary knowledge” of domains but 
also “secondary knowledge” as, for example, 
- on the organizational and history of a community, including knowledge of users, 

rights granted to them, etc. [8] 
- on the layout and handling of documents, i.e., properties not directly related to their 

content, e.g., (kind of ) origin, document types, quality, etc. 
This leads to different types of subject indices some of which are used by the SOWing 
system itself, e.g., user classification to handle project-specific access rights. 

Since entries can contribute to more than one subject term definition they may be-
long to more than one subject extent maybe in different indices of the same or differ-
ent types. The semantics of multiple subsumption varies in each of the cases. 

Several contributions define the semantics of the instantiation relationship: 
- object semantics: technically, descriptions have a type (in the sense of a data type); 
- content semantics: in addition to the attributes with object semantics, the use of 

icons for content description determines a semantic type; the more special a subject 
becomes the more icons the entries in its extent are expected to have; 

- completion semantics: the extent of a subject term is supposed to fully describe its 
semantics (at the current time, for the user who created it). 

It is interesting to see how in our design of SOWing entities traditional elements of 
object-oriented classes coexist with novel aspects of subject-oriented modelling. This 
coexistence of object- and subject-oriented semantic elements is illustrated by the 
diagram in fig. 10 which is based on an extended UML notation. 

The upper right third of the diagram shows a traditional class hierarchy of an ob-
ject-oriented model. On top is the class “Object” representing the root of the class 
hierarchy. From this a class “Case Entry” is derived which has attributes for the fea-
tures which all kinds of case entries share. Subclasses of “Case Entry” are introduced 
for each media type. These classes might introduce further features, e.g., painter for 
images, author for texts. Instances (“entry” in the diagram) of such classes are con-
structed in the usual object-oriented manner: the object is created for a given class, so 
that its structure is known for its whole lifetime. 
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Case Entry

Subject

Object

Image Entry Text Entry

feature 1 : Type 1
...

feature n : Type n
icons : Icon Class

Ruler

Equestrian

napoleon : Equestrian Image Entry

...

painter : Artist author : User

Subject Index

... as Equestrian

icons={crown,...,horse,...}

Icon Class

icons : Set<Icon>

Ruler Icon Class

icons = {crown,...}

Saint

...

... as Saint

icons={crown,...,halo}

...

 

Fig. 10. Subject, object and icon classes 

Important for the SOWing model is the special attribute “icons” which is defined 
by “Case Entry” and which represents references to an icon class. Icon classes de-
scribe sets of icons which relate to subject terms. Icons reflect the content of the de-
scribed document, e.g. keywords in a text or symbols in an image. As indicated in the 
upper left of the diagram (fig. 10), icon classes are ordered in a specialization rela-
tionship which is derived from the inclusion of the icon sets. We use the filled-in ar-
row head to visualize icon class specialization and a thick arrow head for icon class 
“instantiation”. 

Finally, the lower part of fig. 10 shows a (UML-inspired) formulation of subject 
classes. We use double-headed arrows for specialization and instantiation. Dual to the 
(object) class “Object” we introduce a (subject) class “Subject” as the root of the 
subject class hierarchy. Although subject terms and icon classes are only loosely re-
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lated, it is very likely that all the entries of the same subject class will have a similar 
profile over the icons of the corresponding icon class. 

The “Subject Index” to which a subject belongs defines the domain to which a sub-
ject term contributes. This models the perspectives under which the classification of a 
description can be viewed. For any given application often only one index will be 
considered at a time. However, personalization and customization will require the 
SOWing system to cope internally with several indices simultaneously. 

There are two fundamental uses of the structure shown in the diagram, fig. 10: 
- if a subject worker manually establishes the classification relationship between an 

entry and a subject term (“entry” and “equestrian” in the example of fig. 10), the 
entry contributes to the subject term’s definition. For the related icon classes this 
may mean that the icon class can be derived from or validated by the icons of the 
entries in an extent; 

- vice versa, icons assigned to a description can be matched against an icon class 
which in return corresponds to a subject term. Using some distance function the 
SOWing system can derive or propose the classification of an entry. 

In this way the subject classification differs substantially from object classification: in 
contrast to an object class a subject class does not define a uniform structure for all 
members of its extent. In addition, subject class entries may be members in more than 
one extent simultaneously and may change subject class membership during their 
lifetime. In contrast, an entry in its role as object belongs to exactly one object class 
and this membership is immutable over time. 

4.3   Personalization Facilities 

We substantiate some of the architectural decisions of the SOWing environment by 
giving examples from the Warburg Electronic Library. First we look at a the personal-
ization [24] of a description work. Imagine the user downloads a case entry as the 
following XML document: 

<picture-card>
<title>Bonaparte Crossing ...</title>
<artist>David, Jacques-Louis</artist>

</picture-card>

Once a user has copied the description into his personal working environment he is 
free to modify it at will and might end up with a document like the one shown below. 

<picture-card>
<title>Napoleon Crossing ...</title>
<artist>/artistdb/artist4368.xml</artist>
<medium>Painting</medium>

</picture-card>

Clearly, three changes of a different nature were performed: 
- a value change: from “Bonaparte” to “Napoleon”; 
- a type change: “artist” now is a reference, no longer a value; 
- a structure change: an additional feature is added: “medium”. 
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The latter two changes exemplify the semi-structured nature of the descriptions: part 
of the personalized descriptions conforms to the schema the community chose for 
descriptions. Another part was added by the user, freely choosing a tag name, the 
elements content format, and the position where to integrate the new element. This is 
the kind of liberty the subject workers expect to have in the SOWing environment. 

When the community decides to accept and re-integrate the user’s contribution into 
the community’s subject index it has to perform the data (eventually also the schema) 
update [4]. The SOWing server discovers such type changes by tracking the descrip-
tion work [11]. 

4.4   Case Entry Generation from XML Documents 

A SOWing user may submit a work case document in the form of the following XML 
document: 

<report>
In the <medium>Painting</medium>
<title>Napoleon Crossing ...</title> the artist
<artist>David, Jacques-Louis</artist> depicts
Napoleon riding ...

</report>

Then the SOWing system will start analyzing the above work document and generate 
the following initial work case entry: 

<picture-card>
<!-- according to the original conceptual model -->
<title>Napoleon Crossing ...</title>
<artist>David, Jacques-Louis</artist>
<!-- additional markup recognized -->
<medium>Painting</medium>

</picture-card>

This automatically generated version of a work case entry serves as the basis for the 
description worker’s SOWing task. 

4.5   SOWing Interfaces and External Tool Support 

SOWing entities – work cases, documents, case entries, and subjects - may vary 
widely by their degree of formalization ranging from rather informal entities (to be 
mediated to humans) to fully formalized structures (to be read and processed by ma-
chines). Furthermore, SOWing entities may be consumed and produced by external 
tools thus requiring a general interfacing technology to the world outside the SOWing 
platform. A more detailed discussion in the context of XML can be found in section 
five. 

Our vision of a SOWing system is to support a community of users in a long-term 
process of sharing, evolving and partially formalizing their understanding of a com-
mon application domain – and not to force them to use a SOWing system. If such a 
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system is to be used it must be possible to create a wide variety of external representa-
tions of the entities and relationships maintained by the system. 

This is required for two reasons: 
- Users want to import the content from such a system into their own working envi-

ronment (word processors, multimedia authoring tools, expert systems etc.). For 
this purpose a portable external representation is needed which can be understood 
by different software systems – at least in part. 

- The second reason for a portable and even human readable format is the necessity 
to facilitate the exchange of the data and the knowledge behind it between different 
people. Especially those who do not possess an identical or compatible SOWing 
system will need such an external representation. We consider the extensible 
markup language as being useful in both scenarios. 

On the other hand the SOWing system itself must also be able to process data from 
various sources. Therefore, either converters between external data and the internal 
SOWing data model have to be provided or well-defined interfaces to external 
representations must be available. 

5   XML for Subject-Oriented Work 

In the previous sections we developed a scenario for a software environment which 
supports and records subject-oriented work. As soon as the content maintained by 
such a system is communicated to others or used cooperatively with different systems, 
the question arises, how to represent content and knowledge about it in a system-
independent manner. The Extensible Markup Language and its standards [2], [15] are 
intended to enhance content structure and coherence and, by doing so, to improve 
content production and interchange. 

Parallel to our work on the SOWing environment much work has been invested in 
XML-based standards for various content-related services [1]. However, most of these 
standardization efforts lack a common application scenario which could prove more 
than the usefulness of isolated standards, e.g., by making two or more of them collabo-
rate. We regard our SOWing system as a cooperative platform for suites of XML-
based services. 

5.1   XML and Documents 

One application of XML in the scenarios mentioned above is its use as a platform-
independent notation for content exchange. XML can be read and processed by per-
sons as well as by machines. Processing in this context means that machines are able 
to store XML documents and increase their coherence by performing certain consis-
tency checks, e.g., whether XML data are well-formed or valid according to a certain 
document type definition. With pure XML, as stated in [10], only syntactical consis-
tency and interoperability can be achieved. If a target machine is supposed to go be-
yond that point reason about the content of an XML document, domain knowledge has 
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to be hardwired into the processing machine and this knowledge has to be synchro-
nized with assumptions from the content author. 

Under this assumption pure XML then could be used to facilitate communication 
between partners who share a common understanding of the nature of the content 
being exchanged. 

5.2   XML and Semantics 

Up to a certain degree XML can be used to represent subject terms and their relation-
ships. However, as [12] argues, important ontological relationships (e.g., “subclass-
of” or “instance-of”) can not be modeled directly by a XML document type definition. 
Another problem arises because XML allows different ways to model the same rela-
tionship and no support for some notion of equivalence. Properties of a concept can be 
modeled in at least two ways: as an XML element on its own or as an attribute of 
another element. Supposing a document type description is used for some ontological 
statement, the receiver of a document based on this statement has to “know” that this 
document type represents an ontology and how it can be derived from the document 
type definition. Currently several proposals for a common formalism for ontology 
representation are being discussed [10], [12]. 

The Resource Description Framework (RDF, see, for example, [15])  provides 
primitives which facilitate the representation of ontologies in a much more natural way 
compared to (pure) XML. RDF can be implemented on top of XML and is suggested 
to be used as a basic framework for the definition of common ontology interchange 
languages, for example, OIL [7]. 

We expect that by working within the SOWing environment in combination with 
the above standards we can substantially improve the re-use of publication work and 
thus simplify the overall publication process. Furthermore, the understanding of 
documents for readers outside the community for which a work was originally pub-
lished can be improved and machine reasoning about the works becomes feasible to 
the extent to which as both, the SOWing system and the processing machine, share 
subject index information. 

5.3   XML and Activities 

As mentioned earlier our notion of “work” refers not only to the result of a product 
process, i.e., to documents on certain concepts or ideas, but to the entire process by 
which the document is created. Through its reflective capabilities to observe the pro-
duction process the SOWing system can contribute to questions such as 
- in which sequence were the production steps carried out ? 
- how long did each production step take ? 
- what are the influences leading to a concrete object production sequence ? 
For works belonging to the past this information usually is not available or has to be 
derived from other sources. For description work as carried out by the Art Historians 
in the WEL project, however, information about the production process of such a 
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description work can be collected almost automatically by the SOWing environment. 
Work cases being “first class citizens” can themselves become subjects to later re-
search and one does not need to “guess” what the circumstances of a production may 
have been but one knows what these circumstances were – at least to the extent the 
SOWing environments model documents them. 

In this sense the SOWing environment can document the process which led to a 
certain document and enhance the understanding of the “work” behind the document. 
On the other hand this process description can be used to derive recommendations for 
future production processes in the sense of instructions that have to be carried out for 
tasks similar to a successfully completed process [14]. Well-documented production 
processes can serve as templates for future production and contribute to process stan-
dardization [25]. XML-based languages such as XRL (eXchangeable Routing Lan-
guage [31]) can be used to represent such processes. 

In summary, we expect a twofold contribution when using XML as a common 
SOWing interface: XML-based tools will substantially and rapidly enhance the SOW-
ing functionality and, in reverse, the SOWing model will give a semantic underpinning 
and connectivity to XML services and thus significantly improve their usability. 

6   Summary and Outlook 

Our SOWing platform, experiments and the SOWing project as a whole aim at relat-
ing, organizing and defining subjects and documents as well as the content-oriented 
work behind it. In an interdisciplinary project with our Art History colleagues who are 
working in the subject area of “Political Iconography” we gained substantial insight 
into their Subject-Oriented Working (SOWing) needs and into initial requirements for 
a generic SOWing platform. In this paper we outlined the project, its basic models, 
their generalization as well as our initial experiences with prototypical SOWing im-
plementations and compared our work with various XML-related activities. 

On the modeling level we improved our understanding of 
- the basic SOWing entities and their relationships; 
- the notion of work, i.e., the production context of content; 
- the role of key icons and keywords for content-based subject definition. 
On the system level the SOWing project is currently investigating the requirements for 
- a generator-based architecture for SOWing entities and relationships; 
- reflective system technology and its use for advanced SOWing services; 
- customized and personalized SOWing indices; 
- XML-based tool interoperability. 
Future large scale content-oriented project work will have to interact with a substantial 
number of SOWing indices and, therefore, requires a technology for “plugable SOW-
ing arrays”. SOWing indices have to deliver their content through a wide variety of 
document types ranging from media documents laid out for human interaction to 
structured (and typed) documents for machine consumption. Finally, SOWing support 
for the modeling, management and enactment of content-oriented work has to be fur-
ther improved. 
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